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Abstract. Social media data plays a significant role in modern disas-
ter management by providing valuable data about affected people, dona-
tions, help requests and advice. Recent studies highlight the need to filter
information on social media into fine-grained content categories. How-
ever, identifying useful information from massive amounts of social media
posts during a crisis is a challenging task. Automatically categorizing the
information (e.g., reports on affected individuals, donations and volun-
teers) contained in these posts is vital for their efficient handling and
consumption by the communities affected and organisations concerned.
In this paper, we propose a system, dubbed I-AID, to automatically filter
tweets with critical or actionable information from the enormous volume
of social media data. Our system combines state-of-the art approaches to
process and represent textual data in order to capture its underlying se-
mantics. In particular, we use 1) Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (commonly known as, BERT) to learn a contextual-
ized vector representation of a tweet, and 2) a graph-based architecture
to compute semantic correlations between the entities and hashtags in
tweets and their corresponding labels. We conducted our experiments on
a real-world dataset of disaster-related tweets. Our experimental results
indicate that our model outperforms baselines in terms of F1-score by
+11%.
Keywords: Crisis Information · Social Media Analysis · Contextualized
Text Representation · Graph Convolution Network.
1 Introduction
Social media platforms have become key portals for sharing information during
crisis situations [39]. A major difference between social media and traditional
sources is the possibility of receiving feedback from affected people in real time.
Relief organizations such as the Red Cross can benefit from this two-way com-
munication channel to inform people and gain insights from situational updates
received from actors affected by the crisis. Hence, extracting crisis information
from social media can to help leverage situational awareness and deliver faster
responses [19]. Previous works [30,27] have focused on binary classification of
social media text into information categories (e.g., relevant/irrelevant). A fine-
grained classification would, however, improve automation of social media data
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processing, e.g., by making it possible to forward tweets to matching experts. The
study by Olteanu et.al [21] was one of the first to investigate tweets generated
during different crisis events. The authors concluded that crisis-related tweets
tend to contain informative and crucial information types,1 such as affected in-
dividuals, infrastructures and utilities, donations and volunteers, caution and
advice, sympathy and emotional support. This level of categorization is valuable
for crisis responders to filter critical information quickly and consequently deliver
disaster responses. Table 1 shows that disaster-related tweets can be categorized
into multi-level information types, which allows the extraction of actionable in-
formation. We use the term actionable tweets to refer to tweets that pertain to
urgent needs during a crisis (e.g., SearchAndRescue, MovePeople); in contrast to
the non-actionable tweets, which tend to be less urgent (e.g., tweets belonging
to the classes Volunteer or FirstPartyObservation).
Short text (e.g., tweets) categorization is known to be a challenging Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) task [26]. This is because short text 1) does
not possess sufficient word co-occurrence/contextual information; 2) is inher-
ently noisy (i.e. contains misspellings, acronyms, emojis, etc.), hence cleaning
the text before further processing is essential to capture better features and se-
mantics [32]. In the case of Twitter data, the classification task becomes even
more challenging because a tweet could belong to several information categories
simultaneously, thereby making it a Multi-label Classification problem. To tackle
these challenges, previous studies [40,29] have made significant use of recent re-
sults from machine learning and NLP, such as transfer learning via pre-trained
language models (e.g., ELMo, BERT). While pre-trained language models are
first trained on a large amount of generic data to capture rich representations
and can be fine-tuned into downstream tasks (e.g., text classification, word sense
disambiguation or sentiment analysis), they are not always able to capture the
structural information and relationship between the sequence of words in a text.
In this paper, we aim to identify actionable/critical information (e.g., move
people, ask for donations or volunteers) from disaster-related tweets and sup-
port disaster mitigation. Our approach uses BERT’s contextualized sentence-
level embeddings to capture the semantics of a tweet and represent it as a
low-dimensional vector. Moreover, we employ a Graph Convolutional Network
(GCN) to capture correlations between entities in tweets and their correspond-
ing labels. In this way, our approach allows each label to derive information
from correlated entities and other labels which were assigned to the same tweet.
Therefore, our system integrates the contextualized representation of tweets with
semantic correlations between entities and labels to categorize tweets into mul-
tiple information types. Our experiments on a real dataset of disaster-related
tweets (TREC-IS) suggest that our approach outperforms the existing state-of-
the-art methods w.r.t. the F1-measure it achieves. The main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
1In the context of this paper. We use the terms labels, classes and information types
synonymously.
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Table 1: Actionable Information Types
Intent Type Information Type Description
REQUEST
GoodServices Request for a particular service or physical good
SearchAndRescue Request a rescue
InformationWanted Request information
REPORT
Weather Weather report
FirstPartyObservation Eye-witness account
ThirdPartyObservation Information from someone else
EmergingThreats Problem that cause loss or damage
ServiceAvailable Someone is providing a service
SignificantEventChange New occurrence that officers to respond to
MultimediaShare Shared images or video
Factoid Relate some facts, typically numerical
Official Report by a government or public representative
CleanUp Report of the clean up after the event
Hashtags Report with hashtags correspond to each event
CALLTOACTION
Volunteer Call for volunteers to help in response efforts
Donations Call for donation of goods or money
MovePeople Call to leave an area or go to another area
– We present a BERT-GCN model (dubbed I-AID) to identify crisis informa-
tion from disaster-related tweets.
– We leverage transfer learning from a pre-trained BERT model to embed
tweets into low-dimensional vectors. Then, we use a GCN to capture corre-
lations between entities and labels in a graph-structural manner.
– We conduct extensive experiments to measure the performance of catego-
rizing disaster-related tweets into multiple information types. Our results
suggest that our method consistently achieves superior performance over
different baseline models (see Section 4.2) by up to +11% in F1-score.
All our implementations are open-source and available at the project web-
site.2 The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we discuss
previous work on the classification of crisis information on social media. In Sec-
tion 3 we describe the preliminaries and architecture of our proposed approach.
Afterwards, we present our experimental setup as well as results analysis and
discussion in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper and present
some possible future extensions of our work.
2 Related Work
The objective of this work is to categorize disaster-related tweets into multiple
information types. Therefore, our work is related to Extracting Disaster-related
Information from Social Media and Short-text, Multi-label Categorization.
2.1 Extracting Disaster-related Information from Social Media
Several research studies have demonstrated the role of social media as a primary
source of information during disasters.
2Link is removed for anonymous submission
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In particular, social media (e.g Twitter) has been used to leverage situational
awareness and crisis mapping [38,3,5]. While some works [23] have focused on
distinguishing disaster-related information from tweets, others [28,21,15] have in-
troduced annotation schemes/ontologies to classify disaster-related tweets into
more fine-grained categories to account for the attitude, information source and
decision-making behavior of people tweeting before, during and after disasters.
Besides real-time disaster mitigation, recent studies have also addressed the chal-
lenge of tracking post-disaster socio-economic recovery [25] and the need to iden-
tify rumors and fake news during disasters [1].
In order to advance the state of social media crisis monitoring solutions, several
initiatives [7,8] have been rolled out in recent years. One of them is the Incident
Streams (IS) track [15] of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), which com-
menced in 2018. In the first year, the challenge focused on curating feeds of social
media posts and mapping them to a particular information type (25 identified
categories). Each feed was also given a critical score that indicated the level of
actionable information it contained. Extending the definition of ’actionability’
as formalized in [39], the authors describe actionable posts as ones that would
generate an immediate alert for an individual (i.e. stakeholders) responsible for
that information type. Since in this work we study the TREC-IS datasets, we
consider actionable information to be the same as that defined by the authors
in the challenge.
2.2 Short Text Classification
Over the years, several approaches have been proposed to tackle the problem
of short-text/tweet classification. On a high level, to represent text, these ap-
proaches either use: 1) explicit, hand-engineered features or 2) neural networks
to model the dependencies within text (implicit features). Very often, concep-
tual information (entities and their categories) from tweets is captured using a
knowledge base (KB) [2]which is then either 1) embedded in a common vector
space [31] or 2) further enriched with word and sub-word information from the
tweets [34]. While the knowledge-powered approach helps in enriching the se-
mantics, it fails when the entity in the text is not correctly disambiguated or is
simply not found in the KB. For the classification task, Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) have consistently proven [20] to outperform other supervised
learning algorithms like Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Multi-layer Per-
ceptron (MLP). However, a drawback of CNNs is that they capture only local,
sequential context. Moreover, even though they have been applied in multi-label
classification problems [9], they are not optimal for the multi-label settings [13].
With the end-to-end deep learning approaches gaining traction and the intro-
duction of attention mechanisms [33], there has been a signification advancement
in text-classification tasks. Recent works [40,17] have also focused on alleviat-
ing the tedious process of finding good text-based features and for tackling the
multi-label classification problem. Pre-trained contextualized word-embeddings,
particularly BERT, have proven to be revolutionary for text representation and
classification. Previous studies [40,17] have leveraged this multi-layer, multi-head
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self-attention mechanism of BERT, however, it only captures the local contex-
tual information and hence, falls short. To circumvent this and apprehend global
relations among words in vocabulary, graph-based approaches (Graph Neural
Networks) [12,37] have been found promising. Many recent studies [14,22] have
exploited the advantages of the two by combining them. While the combina-
tion has previously been applied to the multi-label classification task [22], to the
best of our knowledge, it has not been applied for multi-label, short-text (tweet)
classification. In the subsequent sections, we will further elaborate our approach.
3 The Approach
An overview of our approach is given in Figure 1. We begin this section by giving
a formal specification of the problem we aim to solve through I-AID, as well as
an overview of our solution in subsection 3.1. Then, we discuss the details of
each component of our solution in subsequent subsections.
3.1 Problem Formulation
Let T be a set of tweets and Λ = {λ1, λ2, · · · , λk} be a set of predefined labels
(also called classes, see Table 1). The problem of identifying crisis information
from tweets is a multi-label classification task, where a tweet t can be assigned
one or more labels from Λ simultaneously. Our task is to learn a function h :
T → {0, 1}k that maps tweets to all relevant labels from Λ.
We assume a supervised learning setting. Let Σ be the vocabulary of the
English language. The training data D =
{
(t(i), y(i)) ∈ Σn×{0, 1}k}N
i=1
consists
of N tweets. Each tweet t(i) in the training set is labelled with a vector of
corresponding labels y(i), where y
(i)
j = 1 means that t
(i) belongs to the class λj .
Conversely, y
(i)
j = 0 means that t
(i) does not belong to the class λj . I-AID learns
the function h by using three neural networks. It first transforms any tweet t(i)
into a d-dimensional vector x(i) using a fine-tuned BERT model. In parallel, it
learns label embeddings l using a GCN. These are then concatenated with the
tweet embedding x(i). The concatenated vectors are finally used as an input to
a fully connected neural network, which determines the correct classification for
t(i).
3.2 The I-AID Architecture
BERT Encoder. This encoder is the first component in our model. Its role is
to map an input tweet to a contextualized vector representation. BERT [6] is a
bidirectional model of stacked transformers and is designed to be easily applied in
different NLP tasks with fine-tune manner. We use the BERT-base architecture
with 12 encoder blocks, 768 hidden dimensions and 12 attention heads. We
refer the readers to the original BERT paper [6] for a detailed description of its
architecture and input representation. As shown in Figure 1, our BERT-Encoder
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Fig. 1: Illustration of our proposed I-AID System.
takes an input tweet t(i) with n tokens [w
(i)
1 , w
(i)
2 , . . . , w
(i)
n ] and outputs a d-
dimensional vector representation x(i) (i.e., it embeds t(i) into a d-dimensional
vector space. We call this tweet2vec.). We fine-tune the BERT model to get an
adequate tweet representation x(i). To achieve this goal, we add an extra fully-
connected layer with sigmoid activation on top of BERT-base architecture as
suggested by [29,40].
Text Graph Convolution Network (Text-GCN) Traditional methods (e.g.,
word2vec) can model the features of a text. However, they ignore the structural
information and relationship between the sequence of words in a text [24]. The re-
cently proposed graph networks [37] aim to tackle this challenge by representing
words as nodes of the graph and modeling the relations (such as co-occurrence
or collocation) among them as edges.
In this work, we build a graph convolution network [12] (GCN) from the
available training data D . First, we spot named entities in the tweets t(i) ∈ D .3.
Then, we compute initial vector representations for said tweets using word2vec.4
Initial vector representations for the labels λj are retrieved in the same manner.
In addition, we compute the named entity-named entity and named entity-label
co-occurrence frequencies. Based on this data, we construct a weighted undi-
rected graph G = (V,A) as follows: the set of nodes V contains all named
entities and all labels found in the training data. As we represent all nodes using
embeddings, we can regard V as a |V | × d′-matrix, where d′ is the size of the
embeddings used for the nodes of G. Each entry aij of adjacency matrix A of
the graph G (dimensions=|V | × |V |) is equal to the co-occurrence frequency of
the node vi with the node vj within tweets multiplied by the cosine similarity
3For our implementation, we used SpaCy version 2.2
4Any other approach can be used here.
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of their embeddings. We write P to mean the degree matrix of A with entries
pii =
∑
j
aij .
As shown in Figure 1, our text-GCN component contains two layers of graph
convolutions L(1) and L(2). Each layer performs a convolution operation on the
graph G and computes a new representation for each node by aggregating the
embedding vectors from the said node’s neighbours. The new z-dimensional node
feature matrix L(1) ∈ Rn×z is computed as:
L(1) = GCN(σ(AˆXW0)) (1)
where Aˆ = P−
1
2AP−
1
2 is a normalized adjacency matrix A. W0 ∈ Rm×k
is a weighted matrix in the first GCN layer. σ is the activation function like
ReLU. The second GCN layer L(2) incorporates further information from larger
neighborhoods by operating another convolution operation in the graph:
L(2) = GCN(σ(AˆL1W1)) (2)
In this way, our Text-GCN component combines structural information of
a node’s similarity relations (i.e., entity-entity, entity-label) and semantic infor-
mation of a word vector representation.
Multi-label Tweets Classification. Relation Module is the final component
in our approach, which aims to learn how important each label is in response to
the content of tweets. To do so, we concatenated the BERT-Encoder output (x)
with the label embedding vectors and fed them as input to the Relation Module.
Since our goal is to fetch all the relevant labels, we use sigmoid activation,
which computes the probability of each label independently over all possible
labels (Λ). We tune hyperparameter α as a probability threshold to consider a
label’s relevancy (i.e, y(i)j = 1 for label j in Λ). The training objective of the
Matching Module is to minimize the binary cross entropy, which has been proven
to better suit multi-label classification problems [18]:
arg min
1
k
k∑
i=1
[
y(i) log(yˆ(i)) + (1− y(i)) log(1− yˆ(i)
]
(3)
Where y(i) and yˆ(i) are the predicted and ground-truth labels of tweet i
respectively k is the number of all possible labels.
4 Experiments
We conducted several experiments to verify the effectiveness of our approach.
The goal of our evaluation is to answer the following questions:
Q1. To what extent can our approach categorize disaster-related tweets into mul-
tiple information types?
Q2. How effective is our approach in identifying actionable information from
disaster-related tweets?
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4.1 Datasets
We evaluated our approach on the widely used and publicly available disaster-
related tweets dataset (TREC-IS) [15]. This dataset consists of roughly 35, 000
tweets collected during 33 unique disasters between 2012− 2018 (e.g., wildfires,
earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, bombings and shootings). These tweets are la-
belled into 25 information types by crowdsourcing workers and volunteers.
We performed our experiments on three different subsets from the original
dataset in TREC-IS challenge, we summarize each set as follows:
1. TREC-25T. This is the full dataset with 35k tweets from 25 classes. As
shown in Figure 2, the distribution of tweets per information type is highly
imbalanced. For instance, more than 4,000 tweets are mapped to the infor-
mation types Sentiment, News and ThirdPartyObservation. In contrast,
the information types CleanUP, InformationWanted and MovePeople have
significantly less tweets.
2. TREC-11T. In this dataset we select the subset of the high-level information-
type classes (as defined by Task 2 from TREC-IS 2020 edition)5. i.e., we have
the 11 classes that describe actionable information: NewSubEvent, EmergingThreats,
MovePeople, FirstPartyObservation, GoodsServices, Volunteer, Location,
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Fig. 2: Tweets Distribution per Information Type in TREC-IS dataset
(TREC-25T)
5http://dcs.gla.ac.uk/~richardm/TREC_IS/2020/TREC%202020-A%20Incident%
20Streams%20Track.pdf
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Table 2: Overview of the datasets
Datasets Train Test # classes Avg. tweets/class
TREC-25T 27,414 6,853 25 3,000
TREC-11T 13,150 3,288 12 2,000
TREC-6T 20,398 5,100 6 7,000
MultimediaShare, SearchAndRescue, ServiceAvailable, InformationWanted.
Thereafter, we pick all tweets from the original TREC-25T dataset that are
labelled by at least one of the selected 11 classes.
3. TREC-6T. This dataset contains a subset of tweets from the original TREC-
25T that are labeled by at least one of the 6 classes with the most tweets (i.e.,
Factoid, Hashtags, ThirdPartyObservation, MultimediaShare, News, Sentiment).
The intuition behind this sub-dataset selection is to benchmark a vicarious
system’s performance in a close-to-balanced scenario.
Table 2 gives an overview of the datasets, including the number of tweets used in
training and testing, number of classes and average number of tweets per class
(called information type in the dataset). In each experiment, we randomly split
each dataset into 80% for training and 20% for evaluation.6
Data Preprocessing. We used the TweetTokenize API to preprocess tweets and
retain the text content. In particular, we performed the following preprocessing
steps: (1) Stop-words, URLs, usernames and Unicode-characters were removed.
(2) Extra white-spaces, repeated full stops, question marks and exclamation
marks were removed. (3) Emojis were converted to text using the python library
emoji7. (4) we used the python library, SpaCy8, to extract named entities from
tweets.
4.2 Baselines
To evaluate the efficiency of our approach (I-AID) for short-text classification,
we compared it against the following baselines:
– TextCNN [11]: This approach uses a convolutional neural network to con-
struct text representation. First, it applies multiple convolution filters, fol-
lowed by a max-pooling layer to construct a low-dimensional vector repre-
sentation.
– FastText [10]: A simple yet efficient approach for text classification which
treats (word/n)-grams as document embeddings, and feeds them into a linear
classifier.
6We use random seed=42 for in train-test split all models.
7https://pypi.org/project/emoji/
8https://github.com/explosion/spaCy
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– HAN [36]: This model uses a hierarchical attention-neural-network frame-
work on a textual dataset. In particular, the HAN model encodes text with
word-level attentions on each sentence and sentence-level attentions on each
document.
– Bi-LSTM [41]: A bi-directional LSTM model which parses the text from
left-to-right and right-to-left, then uses the final hidden state as a feature
representation for the whole text.
4.3 Evaluation Setup
We use the source codes provided by the corresponding authors for baseline mod-
els (TextCNN, HAN and Bi-LSTM). For FastText, we used the implementation
provided by Facebook library. We applied a grid search method to optimize the
hyperparameters for all models to get the best performance. In particular, we
set training epochs 200 with batch size of 512 and Adam gradient optimizer with
learning rate of 0.01. To avoid overfitting during model training, we employed
the EarlyStopping technique and a dropout rate of 0.25. We report the results
of each baseline under its optimal hyperparameters settings in Tables 3 and 4.
4.4 Evaluation Metrics
Multi-label classification problems require different performance measures than
binary or multi-class problems. Following the work of [35,4], we adopted the
macro-averaged F1 score, hamming loss and jaccard index to assess the perfor-
mance of the systems.
– Jaccard Index. We used the jaccard index (aka Jaccard Similarity) to provide
a more fine-grained estimate of the similarity between predicted labels yˆ(i)
and ground truth labels y(i). Formally, Jaccard(y(i), yˆ(i)) = |y
(i)∩yˆ(i)|
|y(i)∪yˆ(i)|
– Hamming Loss.: We employed the hamming loss to estimate the fraction of
incorrectly predicted labels out of all predicted labels. Hence, the smaller the
value, the better the performance. Hamm(y(i), yˆ(i)) = 1N
∑N
i=1
1
k |y(i)⊕ yˆ(i)|,
where N is the dataset size and k is the total number of labels (i.e. |Λ| ). y(i)
and yˆ(i) denote the ground-truth and predict labels of tweet i respectively.
⊕ is the XOR operator.
– AAW. In addition, we used a new metric dubbed Accumulated Alert Worth
(AAW) [16], which was introduced in the TREC-IS challenge. It is formally
defined as:
AAW =
1
2
∑
t∈T
{
1
|Thigh/critical| · highPriorityWorth(t) if t ∈ Thigh/critical
1
|Tlow/medium| · lowPriorityWorth(t) otherwise
(4)
where Thigh/critical is the set of tweets with high/critical priority, Tlow/medium
is the set of tweets with low/medium priority, highPriorityWorth(t) is a
scoring function for tweets that should generate alerts and Tlow/medium is a
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Table 3: Performance evaluation of baselines against (I-AID).
TREC
Metrics
Baselines
I-AID
Dataset TextCNN FastText HAN Bi-LSTM
TREC-25T
Precision 0.158 0.332 0.099 0.161 0.255
Recall 0.439 0.101 0.625 0.437 0.467
F1-score 0.205 0.123 0.167 0.200 0.316
Accuracy 0.886 0.150 0.901 0.900 0.912
Jaccard score 0.237 0.280 0.138 0.225 0.250
Hamming Loss 0.164 0.093 0.592 0.231 0.146
TREC-11T
Precision 0.298 0.312 0.140 0.214 0.289
Recall 0.455 0.194 0.579 0.412 0.445
F1-Score 0.248 0.195 0.205 0.226 0.345
Accuracy 0.881 0.381 0.870 0.876 0.909
Jaccard Score 0.413 0.538 0.235 0.324 0.509
Hamming Loss 0.140 0.092 0.415 0.222 0.104
TREC-6T
Precision 0.425 0.685 0.282 0.360 0.563
Recall 0.711 0.427 0.652 0.805 0.715
F1-Score 0.486 0.511 0.377 0.487 0.630
Accuracy 0.694 0.215 0.689 0.688 0.790
Jaccard Score 0.356 0.451 0.295 0.311 0.457
Hamming Loss 0.385 0.208 0.512 0.573 0.280
scoring function for tweets that should not generate alerts. The AAW has the
range [−1, 1]. A higher AAW value indicates better prediction. We use this
metric as the central measure to answer Q2., wherein we evaluate the effi-
ciency of systems in detecting critical information in disaster-related tweets
(i.e., tweets with critical information, see [15] for details). In Table 4, we
report the evaluation results based on AAW for the baselines as well as the
best results from all systems which participated in TREC-IS 2019 against
our system (I-AID).
4.5 Results and Discussion
To answer Q1, we evaluated the performance of our system against the baselines
under different metrics as shown in Table 3. To ensure a fair performance evalua-
tion, we used the same datasets in training and testing all models. Table 3 shows
the evaluation results on test datasets for all models under six evaluation met-
rics (precision, recall, F1-score, accuracy, jaccard score and hamming loss). We
consider the macro-averaged F1-score as the primary metric to compare the per-
formance of approaches, as it takes into account the average performance of each
system across all the information types. Over all datasets, we can see that our
approach (I-AID) significantly outperforms all baselines in terms of F1-scores by
+11%. Figure 3 shows the macro-F1-scores from our approach (I-AID) for each
information type. Our approach achieved good F1-scores across all the infor-
mation types except the highly imbalanced ones (e.g., CleanUP, Discussion,
MovePeople).
Comparing the results from all metrics under different settings (i.e., with
different datasets), while our model achieved sub-optimal results in jaccard index
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Fig. 3: F1-Macro scores per Information Type by our Approach (I-AID)
and hamming loss, it mostly performed better than the baselines. These results
indicate that our approach performs fairly well when categorizing disaster-related
tweets into multiple information types. This answers Q1. The reasons include:
(1) We constructed an end-to-end framework that leverages transfer-learning
from the state-of-art language model (BERT) to capture contextual information
within a tweet. (2) Our approach enriches semantics of the tweet representations
by injecting label information and integrating additional structural information
between entities in tweets and labels (i.e., entity-entity and entity-label) via
GCN as discussed in Section 3.
To answer Q2 and better understand the behavior of our approach in finding
tweets with critical information, we benchmarked the performance under the
AAW metric, which demonstrates the system’s ability in detecting tweets with
critical or actionable information. There are two ways to define an actionable
tweet: 1) In terms of high priority information, commonly marked as high or
critical by human assessors. 2) In terms of information type, for instance, a tweet
with label MovePeople or CleanUP is considered more actionable than News or
Multimediashare. Table 4 shows the evaluation results of I-AID compared with
the baselines on the test dataset (the top 4 rows). The rest of Table 4 contains
the best results from all systems which participated in TREC-IS 2019 [15]. Our
model (I-AID) significantly outperforms all baselines by 42% in high priority and
63% in overall AAW. Importantly, our approach is the first to achieve a positive
AAW on high-priority tweets. Although we outperform the state of the art in
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Table 4: Performance Evaluation under AAW Metric on the Test Dataset.
RUNS
Accumulated Alert Worth
High Priority All
TextCNN -0.9764 -0.4884
FastText -0.7975 -0.4217
HAN -0.7816 -0.4600
Bi-LSTM -0.8760 -0.4482
Median -0.9197 -0.4609
BJUTDMS-run2 -0.9942 -0.4971
IRIT -0.9942 -0.4971
irlabISIBase -0.2337 -0.4935
UCDbaseline -0.7856 -0.4131
nyu-smap -0.1213 -0.1973
SC-KRun28482low -0.9905 -0.4955
xgboost -0.9942 -0.4972
UCDrunEL2 -0.8556 -0.4382
UPB BERT -0.9680 -0.4882
cmu-rf-autothre -0.8481 -0.4456
I-AID 0.2044 -0.1509
both classification and AAW, the results of our evaluation on TREC-25T suggest
that a significant amount of research is still necessary to spot high-priority tweets
in a satisfactory manner.
5 Conclusion
We presented a deep neural framework (dubbed I-AID) for identifying actionable
information from crisis tweets. Our system combines three main components:
BERT Encoder, Text-GCN and Relation Module to capture the underling se-
mantics in tweets. BERT-Encoder is used to obtain local information, while the
Text-GCN module aims to find correlations between named entities in tweets
and their corresponding labels. Finally, we use the Relation Module as a final
output layer to learn how important each label is in response to the content of
tweets and to output a set of relevant labels. We conducted extensive experi-
ments on a real-world dataset of disaster-related tweets. Our experimental find-
ings are: 1) Combining local information captured by BERT-Encoder and global
information by Text-GCN is beneficial for rich representation in short-text and
significantly advances multi-label classification. 2) Leveraging transfer-learning
from pre-trained language models can efficiently handle sparsity and noise in
social media data. 3) Benchmarking multi-label classification is a challenging
task, which requires proper evaluation metrics for fine-grained evaluation, such
as macro-F1, hamming loss and jaccard similarity.
Note that, for an almost-balanced dataset (i.e., TREC-6T), I-AID achieved
its best macro F-score of 0.630. This clearly indicates the sensitivity of our
approach to the dataset’s balancing. Dealing with unbalanced classes remains a
future extension to our approach, where we plan to address the problem using
natural language generation techniques.
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